Matrix Logic Enhances Its Wireless DMS Suite with
updates to all WDMS apps and introduces the First ECM
Solution for the BlackBerry PlayBook.
SAN FRANCISCO, August 22 - Matrix Logic Corp (http://www.matrix-logic.com), a long-time Open Text
partner and integrator of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions for law firms, corporate legal
departments, government agencies and private businesses, has released a wireless eDOCS DM Client for
the BlackBerry PlayBook.
The WirelessDMS PlayBook Client is included in Matrix Logic's WirelessDMS Suite portfolio that is also
known as the Open Text WirelessDMS for eDOCS by Matrix Logic. The PlayBook client will be available as
a downloadable app from RIM’s BlackBerry App World. With the purchase of the corresponding
WirelessDMS server component PlayBook users can now access content from their corporate eDOCS DM
repositories.
The WirelessDMS suite by Matrix Logic now consists of the following modules:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PlayBook Client
BlackBerry Client
iPad Client
iPhone Client
Microbrowser Module (for eDOCS DM access using mobile devices via a micro-browser)
EmailService Module (functional eDOCS DM access via email)
MobileSync Module (mobile eDOCS DM client)

"As a BlackBerry Developer and a pioneer in document management solutions, Matrix Logic understands
the demand for a WDMS PlayBook solution for the legal market. Law firms were the first to adopt
BlackBerry as the preferred method for wireless email and document access. Since its release in 2009,
there has been strong demand for the BlackBerry WDMS client from the Legal Sector. Matrix Logic has
anticipated the logical next steps of this large RIM customer base and the impact that the PlayBook client
will have as Law Firms continue to expand their BlackBerry and BES wireless solutions. We are pleased to
bring an eDOCS DM wireless solution for the PlayBook to market to fulfill the requests made by our legal
customers" said Mark Vilinskas, VP of Partner Programs at Matrix Logic. "Open Text eDOCS DM customers
can now greatly enhance and leverage their investment in eDOCS DM solutions by providing PlayBook
access to DM repositories."
About Matrix Logic Corporation
Matrix Logic Corporation is a national integrator and developer of Enterprise Content Management solutions
for law firms, corporate legal departments, government agencies and private businesses with offices in the
San Francisco Bay Area and the Washington, D.C. Metro Area. For more information, please visit
http://www.matrix-logic.com.

